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Abstract 
In this paper we investigate the evolution of 

populations of sequences on a random catalytic 
network. Sequences are mapped into structures, 
between which are catalytic interactions that de- 
termine their instantaneous fitness. The cat- 
alytic network is constructed as a random directed 
graph. We prove that at certain parameter values, 
the probability of some relevant subgraphs of this 
graph, for example cycles without outgoing edges, 
is maximized. Populations evolving under point 
mutations realise a comparatively small induced 
subgraph of the complete catalytic network. We 
present results which show that populations re- 
liably discover and persist on directed cycles in 
the catalytic graph, though these may be lost be- 
cause of stochastic effects, and study the effect of 
population size on this behavior. 

1 Introduction 
Understanding evolutionary dynamics requires an under- 
standing of the dynamics at a number of different levels- 
the population dynamics which result from selection, the 
mechanisms underlying the exploration of sequence space 
by an evolving population (population support dynam- 
ics), and how those sequences realise particular phenc- 
types (sequence to  structure maps) [22]. Many of the 
intriguing properties of the mapping between RNA se- 
quences and their secondary structures are being eluci- 
dated [23, 221, and these show that there exist in se- 
quence space so-called neutral networks [20, 9, lo], con- 
nected sets of sequences, all of which map into the same 
structure, and on which populations of sequences can 
move by point mutations while keeping their structure 
cormant. Neutral networks allow populations to explore 
the space of possible structures by neutral mutations, 
while "testing" those structures encountered by the mu- 
tant relatives of the master sequence, which form a cloud 
around the sequences on the neutral network. A high 
proportion of the structures in the space can be encoun- 
tered in this way [21]. As well as being of interest to the 
molecular evolution community and those interested in 
neutral evolution [14], these properties of the sequence 

. ,.r 
to structure mapping are essential for the evolutionary 
optimization of biopolymers. 

A simpler and more tractable sequence to structure 
mapping with many of these properties, which uses a 
graph theoretic representation of molecules, has been in- 
troduced elsewhere [18]. In this paper we study evolution 
on random metabolic networks, taking into account this 
sequence to  structure map, modeliig a random chem- 
istry as simple catalytic interactions which have the ef- 
fect of increasing the fitness of catalyzed structures. In 
so doing, we have a system in which the three dynamical 
processes outlined above, which contribute to the evolu- 
tiomry dynamics, are realized. 

Figure 1: This figure illustrates the two main processes 
that drive the dynamics. Here molecule A catalyses 
molecule El, whereas molecule C is  an isolated vertex in 
the catalytic network. The neutral networks of all three 
molecules come close in sequence space, allowing popula- 
tions to  make transitions between them. 

A number of previous st-?dins have investigated the 
emergence of autocatalytic ~L,S 0: metabolic networks. 
KaufEman [12, 131 discusse-: :he emergence of catalytic 
closure in a chemistry of polymers undergoing cleavage 
and condensation reaciions. As the length of the largest 
polymer in the system increases, the number of reac- 
tions grows faster than the number of chemical species. 
A kinetic model of this system [5] shows formation of au- 
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tocatalytic sets under some conditions, which is refined 
[l] to describe the metadynamics using a set of continu- 
ous differential equations with a concentration threshold. 
Unlike these studies, we model the dynamics with what 
is termed [l] a stochastic molecuiar collisions approach. 
In fact, the dynamics in our systems is determined on 
two levels; first, the stochastic molecular collision model 
which determines fitness, and second, a stochastic phe- 
nomenon on finite populations, induced by the sequence 
to structure mapping: below certain population sizes, 
the entire population performs transitions between neu- 
tral networks”(Figure 1). , 

We will consider molecules, as random structures 
which consist of graphs and multi-sets of relations im- 
posed on the extremities of their edges [18]. The graph 
represents the molecule using a level of coarse-graining 
at which molecular structure is encoded in the list of 
edges (bonds) in the graph. The relations imposed on the 
edges then represent the bonding rules of the molecule, 
for example the formation of Watson-Crick base pairs 
by the nucleotides of an RNA sequence. This view of 
molecular structure suggests that molecular structures 
can be studied from a rather new point of view: they 
are correlation schemes that induce landscapes that can 
be searched effectively by point mutations. Systematic 
experiments [16] have shown how structural properties 
and optimization performance are related. 

In order to specify a chemistry of interactions between 
molecules, we now consider random structures as the ver- 
tices of a new graph, the random chemistry. In this di- 
rected graph of catalytic activity, an edge from one ver- 
tex (structure) to another specifies that the structure at 
the origin of the edge catalyses the structure at the ter- 
minus. Note that here, structures catalyze each other 
directly. This is unlike some previous models of autocat- 
alytic systems in which polymers catalyze the formation 
of other polymers by increasing reaction rates [12,13,11], 
which gives rise to a hypergraph of catalytic activity. 
Our direct catalysis is more similar to the model of Ras- 
mussen [15], and makes for a simpler, more tractable 
system. 

After a formal description of random structures and 
the mapping of sequences into structures, we describe 
the graph theoretic properties of the metabolic network, 
and show in interesting result relating to the frequency of 
stable cycles. We then study the time evolution of p o p  
ulations of sequences on the landscape formed by these 
catalytic sets of structures. In particular, we study the 
effects of popu!ation size on the dynamics, and determine 
whether populations stabilize on certain substructure in 
the metabolic graph. Some of the more counter-intuitive 
features of the system are explained in terms of transi- 
tion phenomena between neutral networks. 

2 Sequence to Structure Maps 
Let us first review some terminology of graph theory. A 
graph X consists of a tuple (vX, e x )  and a map o @ t ; 
e X  4 VX x vX. VX is called the vertex set and e X  the 
edge set. An element P E X is called a vertez of X ;  an 
element y E X is called an edge. The vertex o(y) is called 
the origin of y and the vertex t ( y )  is called the terminus 
of y; o ( y ) , t ( y )  are called the extremities of some edge 
y. There is an obvious notion of Y being a subgraph of 
X .  We call a subgraph Y induced, if for any P, P‘ E Y 
being extremities of an edge y E X, it follows y E Y .  
A path ‘ , Yn, Q n t i ) ,  
where Qi E X, yi E X, o(yi) = Qi and Z(yj) = Qi+l. A 
path such that Q1 = Qn+l is called a cycle. X is called 
-connected if any two vertices are vertices of a path of X. 
A connected graph without cycles is called a tree. 

X is a sequence (Qi , YI, Qz, Y Z ~  

Figure 2: A contact graph, consisting of an ordered set 
of vertices (numbered), between which there can be either 
secondary (gray) or tertiary (thin black) edges, together 
with i ts  set of components. On  the right hand side, the 
bases of one compatible sequence are shown on  the ver- 
tices, indicating that, in the random structure, certain 
relations associated with the edges have to be fulfilled ( in  
this case Watson-Crick base-pairing rules). 

Let m be the number of secondary bonds in the 
molecule, and c2 the fraction of nucleotides involved in 
tertiary bonds. Then the contact graph is a graph on the 
n indices of the coordinates of a sequence, whose edge set 
is the union of the edge sets of two random graphs (Fig- 
ure 2). The first is a 1-regular graph on 2m vertices, 
obtained by picking m pairs of indices without replace- 
ment. The second one is a random graph on n vertices, 
obtained by selecting the remaining (i) - m edges with 
independent probability p = 2. Here, c2 is the proba- 
bility of a specific nucleotide being involved in a tertiary 
interaction. It has been shown in [18] that in the limit of 
long sequences almost all vertices of the random contact 
graphs are contained in tree components of logarithmic 
size (relative to sequence length). This means that such 
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. structures are robust under point mutations- since most 
mutations will hit nucleotides in isolated or small com- 
ponents, sequences are quite likely to remain compatible 
with a structure after replication. 

A random structure, sn, on n nucleotides of a finite 
alphabet A consists of: 

a contact graph XI @ X2 

0 a family of symmetric relations (R,, R y ) y E ~ 2 ,  where 

Each Ry9is supposed to  hav; the property: for all a E A 
there exists one b E A with the property: a%.&. The 
relation R, is motivated by Watson-Crick 6ase-pairing 
rules observed in FtiiA secondary structures. For y E 
X2 the relation R, corresponds to  a specific (tertiary) 
interaction rule that might be context dependent. Little 
is known about the nature of tertiary interactions; for the 
simulations described below, Watson-Crick base-pairing 
rules are used for these also. 

Let Qz be the generalized hypercube whose vertex set 
is the set of all sequences of length n over an alphabet A 
with Q members. A sequence V E Qg is called compatible 
to  a random structure sn if and only if, for each edge in 
the contact graph, the nucleotides at the extremities of 
that edge fuIiill the Sase pairing rules (Figure 3): 

for all bonds y of the partial 1-factor graph XI its nu- 
cleotides indexed by the extremities {o(y), t ( y ) }  have 
the property P,(,)R,Pq,) (note that since R, is sym- 
metric we also have P t ~ y ~ R , P o ( y ) )  

its nucleotides fulfill for all tertiary bonds y E Xz: 

R,,R, c A x A. 

~ 4 Y P " Y % )  * 

We obtain mappings of sequences into structures f : 
G?: + {sn) by constructing the corresponding preim- 
ages as random graphs in sequence space, as follows: 
we fix a mapping T : {sn} 4 N having the property 
j 5 i =+ r (s j )  2 .(si) and set 

f,-'(so) = r n [ S o ]  

 si) = rn[si1 \ U [rn[si l  n rn[s3jl . (1) 
j < i  

The prelrnage of a structure (being the set of sequences 
which actually realise the structure) is thus an induced 
subgraph of the set of compatible sequences (those which 
are capable of realising the structure). Using some theo- 
rems on the properties of random induced subgraphs, it 
has been shown [17, 181, that the preimages of random 
structures form neutral networks i.e. vastly extended, 
percolating networks in sequence space. Explicitly it has 
been shown (20,17,19] that X* = 1- a-@is a thresh- 
old value for density and connectivity of these neutral 
networks, X being the proportion of neutral neighbors 
of a sequence, i.e. the probability that, after a point 

Figure 3: This figure illustrates the notion of compatibil- 
i ty  of a sequence with respect to a structure. For three 
types of components (single nucleotides a,  nacleotides in 
secondary interactions b, and those in secondary and 
tertiary interactions c), compatible sets of vertices are 
shown. 

mutation, the sequence is still mapped into the same 
structure: 

l for  X > A* 
Ofor X < A* l i  pn{rn is dense and connected} = 

n+ 03 

The above results suggest that the preimage of a ran- 
dom structure consists of large connected subgraphs in 
sequence space. 

3 Random Chemistries 

A random chemistry is a directed graph with the follow- 
ing relation associated to its directed edges y: the origin 
of y catalyses the terminus. 

By no means all random chemistries exhibit catalytic 
cydes. Their existence is heavily dependent on the maxi- 
mal allowed number of molecules that could be catalyzed. 
To demonstrate that cycles rare in some chemistries, we 
first discuss a random chemistry in which the number of 
molecules that can be catalyzed by a particular molecule 
is bounded by 2 [18]. The analysis proceeds by consid- 
ering the union of two partial 1-factor graphs. 

Let K,, the complete graph on the n vertices 
(1,. . . , n). We fix a subset of 2m vertices {il, . . . , i z m }  c 
{l,.. . ,n}  and define a graph Xm,n having vertex 
set {l,.. .,n} and is a directed 1-regular graph on 
{il, . . . , i z m }  (those are the vertices incident to exactly 
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. one edge). Clearly, there are 
rn-1 

L(m,n) = - JJ [(n - 2k)(n - (2k + l))] 
m! 

k=O 

different graphs Xm,,, which form a finite probabil- 
ity space, each with equal probability i.e. ,u,(X) = 
l/L(m,n). Two graphs, Xrn,n,Xk,n, induce the graph 
X,,,,n U XA,n whose vertex set is (1,. . . , n} and whose 
edge set is eX,,,UeX&,, . Obviously there are different 
pairs Xm,n, X&,n, leading to Xm,n U X&,.,., 

We introduce now our basic random graph model. It 
. consists of subgraphs of Kn of the form Xm,n U Xk,+ 

with the underlying probability measure 

This probability space will be referred to as rrn,,,. It is 
easily verified that for a real number e > 0 a random 
graph I’m,n has asymptotically 27-11 edges, and we can 
choose m(n) and n big enough such that the average 
vertcy degree is 2 1 - e. As a first illustration, the ex- 
pectation d u e  for cycles of length 2 in Xm,n U X&,n is, 
for 2m 5 n: 

Lemma 1. [la] Suppose m, n E N such that 2m 5 n. 
Then for the random graph rrn,,, the following two as- 
sertions hold: 
(i) Almost all vertices are contained in tree components. 
(ii) there exists a constant C > 0 with the property 
that almost surely all components in l?; have sizes 5 
C ln(n). 

The above result proves that auto-catalytic cycles are 
very rare in this type of random chemistry. 

We next introduce a random chemistry that consists 
of subgraphs of a complete graph on n vertices, Kn, and 
is referred to  as G,. A subgraph here is obtained by 
selecting an edge of Kn with independent probability p = 
c/n, c > 0 a constant, and vKn as vertex set. Hence a 
subgraph Y < G ,  with C edges has probability pc/n (Y) = 
[c/n]‘[l - C/TZ]*(”-~)-~. For G,/,, pn = l / n  is a well 
known threshold function [2]: 

for 0 < c < 1 GCln asymptotically almost surely all 
paths in GCin have size 5 O(ln(n)) and almost all 
vertices are contained in paths without backtracking 

for c > 1 Gcln a constant fraction of vertices is con- 
tained in paths with backtracking. 

However, for any c > 0 there is a constant probability 
for the existence of cycles. For the expectation value of 
the numbers of cycles of length e ,  we derive 

All cycles 
Cydes with no outgoing edges 

-- 
6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 ... 

Cycle Length 

Figure 4: Frequency distribution of cycles in a random 
graph Gl/looo on  n = 1000 vertices, averaged over a sam- 
ple of 1000 random graphs. 

The above result implies that for being finite: 
+(.)e [$] - c‘/t, where (n)t = n(n - 1). . . (n - C +  1). 
Experimentally obtained distributions of cycle lengths, 
which verify this result, are shown in Figure 4. 

I 

For 0 < c < 1 the probability of picking a vertex not 
contained in a treecomponent tends to 0 for increasing 
n. For c = 1 a distinct change occurs in the structure 
of the random graph: a constant fraction of vertices is 
contained in components with cycles, and a giant compo- 
nent emerges in the graph. Changes in graph properties 
with increasing connectivity are well known [4], and have 
previously been discussed in the context of catalytic net- 
works by Kauffman [13, 111 and Rasmussen [15]. 

We now suppose the following relation associated to 
a directed edge y of Gcln: the origin of y catalyses the 
terminus. With this interpretation a random digraph b e  
comes a catalytic network. The basic parameter c can 
be viewed as the mean number of structures that can 
be catalyzed by a fixed structure. In this context, it 
is of interest to determine the existence of certain in- 
duced subgraphs in G+, that represent “cooperative” 
substructures in the catalytic graph. In particular, we 
are interested in finding cycles that have no outgoing 
edges, since such edges are “parasitic” on the stability of 
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. the cycle: 

L e m m a  2,. Let He be the random variable counting 
the number. of, cycles in the prc@bility space Gcln that 
have no outgoing edges. Then 

realized by members of a population of sequences. The 
time evolution of the population is obtained as a birth- 
death process with fixed population size N .  This is a 
replication-deletion process similar to a discrete version 
of a flow-reactor dynamics, with Lxed population size. 

A population V, of size N ,  is a (finite) multi-set of 
sequences (vi I i E N )  where { K I i E N } C &E and 
N > 1. The time evolution of V is obtained by a 
mapping from ( K l i  E N )  to the family (q'li E N )  
as follows: we select an ordered pair (K ,Vk)  where 
V,.,.Vk E { K I i E N }. The first coordinate of the pair 

' .V, is chosen with a probability that is its fitness rela- 
.,.: tive to the mean fitness in the population. The sec- 

and lim,,+mEc(Ht) - For arbitrary natural 
number C, Ec(Hj )  is maximal for c = 1. 
Proof: We apply linearity of expectation and first 

compute the probability of the occurrence of a cycle of 
length L with no outgoing edges on L fixed vertices (i.e. 
random structures) SI,. . . , se. This probability is given 
by 

c (n-W [:IL [1- ,I ' 
since L directed edges have to be selected among the C 
vertices in a unique way and each of the vertices Si has 
n - 2 further out-edges which all have not to be cho- 
sen. Now there are ( n ) ~  = n(n - 1). . . (n - C + 1) ways 
to select an  ordered 1-tuple of vertices, and so doing we 
have counted each cycle-subgraph L times, since we have 
started in every vertey si, i = 1,. . . , L.  Linearity of ey- 
pectation implies now 

The asymptotic results follows immediately. Finally, 

- d (I lim E,(&)] - - 1 [ l ~ ( ~ - l ) e - ~ '  - ~ ~ [ e - " ~ ]  
dc n+m - e  - ci-i -ce - e [l - c] 

from which we immediately conclude that for c = 1 
limn+mEc(Hl) is maximal, and the lemma is proved. 
il 

This result is inportant for the existence of stable cy- 
cles in the metabolic network, and shows that each struc- 
ture should catalyze on average one other structure to 
maximize the probability of finding cycles with no out- 
going edges. 
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We now fix a random chemistry GI/,, (i.e. c = 1) as 
a random digraph over the set of structures, which are 

Evolution in a random chemistry 

ond coordinate is selected with uniform probability on 
(K # V, 1 i E N ) ,  i.e. 1/(N - 1). We select those pairs of 
sequences at equidistant time steps and for a population 
of size N we refer to a generation as N such time steps. 
Next we map the first sequence, V, = (21, ..., zn), into the 
sequence V' = (xi, ..., xcl,), in other words replicate the 
sequence in an error-prone fashion. This is performed by 
assigning to each coordinate xi a xi # xi with probability 
p where all xi # zi are equally distributed and leaving 
the coordinate fixed otherwise. This random mapping 

I+ V' is called replication. Finally, we delete the sec- 
ond coordinate of the pair (VI,&), that is V k ,  and have 
a mapping (V,, V k )  e (K, V").  The new sequence V' is 
mapped into a structure by an iterated test for compati- 
bility with each structure in an array of predefined struc- 
tures, in which a A-biased coin toss determines whether 
the sequence is mapped into each structure with which 
it is compatible. This is the realization of the iteration 
described in Equ. 1. 

This replication-deletion process induces a dynamics 
on the population of sequences that should be contrasted 
with the dynamics that would be induced by random 
search. The replication-deletion process maintains relat- 
edness among the individuals in the population, meaning 
that the population is clustered in one or more regions of 
sequence space. Moves in that space are local only, me- 
diated by point mutations. Given a population on the 
neutral network of a structure with high fitness, some 
proportion of that population will persist on the neutral 
network, and be responsible for the majority of replica- 
tion events. Their offspring may either be mapped onto 
the same structure, or onto a different structure, in which 
case they -fall off)' the neutral network. The population 
thus consists of a replicating core, and a cloud of off- 
spring which "explore" nearby sequence space for higher 
fitness structures. 

The dynamics of finite populations on neutral net- 
works induced by sequence to structure maps exhibits 
distinct stochastic effects described in 117, 7, 241. In a 
flat landscape, populations perform so called transitions 
between neutral networks; a critical minimal population 
size can be characterized by the landscape and the neu- 
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Figure 5:  The probability distribution -log@) of the state 
of a population of sequences in a two-structure landscape, 
with increasing population size. At low N the population 
spends most of i ts  time on one o r  other of the neutral net- 
works, and can only span both networks simultaneoudy 
with N > 1000. State sampled every 10 generations from 
runs of 5000 generations, with n = 30. 

tral network [8]. Below this critical size, populations are 
unable to persist on two networks simultaneously; above 
it, they can (Figure 5 ) .  These phenomena determine 
much of the behavior of the experiments with random 
chemistries described below. 

We now introduce the dynamical fitness assignment. 
At a time t ,  an arbitrary element of the population 
V E V realizes a structure s(V) from the mapping de- 
scribed above. This structure s(V) is now a vertex in 
the corresponding random chemistry. We then identify 
all structures that are origins of edges which have s(V) 
as terminus-the set of potential catalysts for s(V), call 
it ~c[s(V)] = {sl,. . . ,+I. 

For example, in the following subgraph of a random 
chemistry: 

s5 
/ 

31 
I 

a sequence that was mapped into SO can be potentially 
catalyzed by sequences mapped into 54 and s2. 

Next we determine how many sequences exist among 
our population at time t are being mapped into the 
set of catalysts rc[s(V)]. We assume the probability 
that within a single time-step a given molecule collides 

with s(V) to be g (independent of the structure of the 
molecules), which can be thought of as a function of the 
temperature of the system. The probability that at least 
one molecule from the set n[s(V)] collides with s(V) is 
1 - [l - p]In[s(V)ll. Once a collision happens a dupleq 
consisting of s(V)  and the catalyzing molecule, forms 
with probability p, which is thus an binding affinity pa- 
rameter. With duplex formation, we consider s ( V )  to 
be catalyzed by a specific element of n[s(V)], and as- 
sign to V the high fitness IC, otherwise it receives a low 
fitness of 1. A catalysis thus happens with probabil- 
ity 1 - [l - g]pIK[8(v)ll. This duplex is assumed to be 
short-lived, with t i e  fitness of s(V) returning to its nor- 
‘mal (eve1 in the next time step unless catalyzed again. 
Iterating this procedure we assign fitness values to all 
elements of the population V. 

5 Computational Results 

Experiments described here generally study the time evo- 
lution of populations of sequences with n = 30, popula- 
tion sizes N between 2000 and 8000, and the error rate 
p set such that the mean number of mutations per SI+ 
quence on replication is one, pn = 1. The fitness of 
sequences realising catalyzed structures K: = 100, and 
uncatalyzed structures are assigned fitness 1. Sequences 
here are evolving in a landscape of 1000 structures, which 
are generated at random at the start of the run, and over 
which the catalytic network with c = 1 is constructed, 
again at random. Runs are initialized with a popula- 
tion of randomly-generated sequences. Results from such 
runs are shown in Figures 6-8. 

As is apparent from Figure 6, showing which struc- 
tures are realized by the majority of the population, there 
are periods when the identity of this structure changes 
rapidly (suggesting that the population is continually re- 
alising different sets of structures) and periods of “stasis” 
when the most realised structures remain the same for a 
time. Examination of the metabolic graph reveals that 
these periods of stasis occur when the population finds 
a cycle (Figure 8). This they do with surprising consis- 
tency, despite the low proportion of structures involved 
in cycles which are short enough to support autocacaly- 
sis. However, populations on cycles inevitably leave the 
cyc.e as one would expect from the stochastic nature of 
tra-sitions becween neutral networks, described above. 

The figures also show the dramatic 2?& of popula- 
tion size on the subgraph of the metabolic graph which 
is occupied at any one time, which must be understood in 
terms of the effects of N on the persistence of populations 
on one or more neutral networks (Figure 5). Smaller 
populations can be thought of as being “smeared” over 
a large number of stiuccures, unable to maintain pop- 
ulations on more than one neutral network at a time 
and thus incapable of exploiting the catalytic effects of 
spanning the neutral networks of catalyzing structures. 
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Figure 6: Time  evolution of populations of a N = 2000 
(upper) and a N = 5000 (lower) sequences of length 30, 
displayed in terms of the identities of the three most fre- 
quent structures realized by the population, on the same 
catalytic network. This catalytic network contains 5 cy- 
cles; the periods when the larger population inhabit the 
shortest, a 3-cycle, are evident. The structure of the cat- 
alytic graph around this 3-cycle is shown in Figure 8. 

As population size increases, the actual number of struc- 
tures realiied as the most frequent structure decreases 
because the population "condenses" onto substructures 
of the catalytic network that provide support, such as 
nodes with higher in-degree. In addition, cycle persis- 
tence is longer, and the population spends more time on 
cycles. 

Examination of the behavior of the population on a 
3-cycle (Figures 7 and 8) shows that mean fitness is con- 
sistently high, as would be expected when a large propor- 
tion of the population are realiskg scructures which are 
being reliably catalyzed. There  is also evidence of flow 
around this cycle. The entropy plot reveals clearly when 
transitions are taking place, which are marked by sud- 
den drops in entropy as  the population is taken over by 
the offspring of sequences which are realising a new, fit- 
ter structure. Once such a structure is found (and while 
it remains fit) the population spreads out on its neutral 
network, increasing the entropy measure. 
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Figure 7: A close-up of the N = 5000 run shown in 
Figure 6, showing mean fitness (top), population entropy 
(middle) and (bottom) frequencies of sequences realising 
the three members of the 3-cycle. Evidence for cycling of 
the population around the cycle is clear. 

6 Discussion 

In this paper we have shown that finite populations of 
sequences replicating with mutation and being mapped 
via a sequence to structure map into random struc- 
tures, realize specific induced subgraphs of their under- 
lying random chemistry. In our random chemistries ail 
catalytic activities are equal, whence small cycles with- 
out outgoing edges are singled out to be the attractors 
of the evolutionary dynamics. Clearly, more detailed 
models of xetabolic networks with, for example, Gaus- 
sian distributed catalytic activities, will exhibit different 
features. However, tkc: emergence of cycles is a non- 
trivial fact and heavily depends on the random chem- 
istry model, though is a generic featcre of all mod- 
els o€ metabolic networks. Unlike some other models 
kitended to show the emergence of autocatalysis, the 
random chemistry graph in the current implementation 
stays fixed €or the length of the run. The edges of this 
underlying graph should be interpreted as the chemical 
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Figure 8: Graphical illustration of population movement 
around the 3-cycle realised in Figure 7. Vertices of the 
graph are labelled with the index of the StTuctuTe, ar- 
rows show catalytic edges of the random chemistry. Gray 
shades reflect the proportion of the population realising 
each structure. 

rules of the system; it is the subgraph induced by mem- 
bers of the population realising certain structures that 
is of interest, and it is this that reflects the emergent 
“metabolism” of the system. As the results show, popu- 
lations inevitably exploit cycles when N is large enough. 

Auto-catalytic networks have been studied by Eigen 
and Schuster [3], Kauffman [12] and others [7]. In the 
case of the Eigen-Schuster hyper-cycle the underlying 
equations were ODES of the form 

where xi-1, z : re the concentrations o l  molecules of type 
i - l , i  suc5 t5i2t i - 1 catalyses i and @(t)  is the dilu- 
tion flux. The catalytic activity here is essentially ad- 
ditive. Based on the Eigen-Schuster dynamics, Forst [S] 
has studied hypercycles incorporating sequence to struc- 
ture mappings in RNA secondary structures, comparing 
nonlinear differential equation and finite population size 
results. The current model differs from these previous 
models in several respects. First, our basic assumption is 
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that the replication of a sequence is catalyzed by exactly 
1 other molecule. During the replication event catalyst 
and target molecules form a duplex. Hence, doubling 
of the number of possible catalysts doesn’t double the 
replication rate. The basic term here is 1 - [l - p] In[a(v)ll 
which is the probability that the molecule collides with a 
catalyst. Moreover we do not assume a cycle to be given. 
In our random chemistries the population establishes on 
certain classes of cycles singled out as a kind of attrac- 
tor type. The resulting time evolution, i.e. the series of 
realized metabolic sub-networks 

{Vt I t = 1,. . . , n} ---+ {W < G I / ~ }  (3) 

where Mt is the metabolic network at t ,  is thence driven 
by two phenomena. First the topology induced by the 
sequence to  structure mapping, which induces the ca- 
pacity for neutral evolution, and second the dynamic fit- 
ness assignment. Neutral evolution is exactly the reason 
why cycles with outgoing edges go extinct after a cer- 
tain time, even if the cycle has no out-going edges. This 
occurs by a random fixation of a “parasitic” structure 
that is may be catalyzed by a structure contained in the 
cycle, or may be some other high-fitness structure. As 
a consequence, the autocatalytic network collapses. It 
is important to realise that transitions are not restricted 
to taking place between structures joined by a catalytic 
edge. Such an edge increases the likelihood that the ter- 
minus will be the destination for a transition, because 
the target structure’s fitness is maintained at a high level 
by the population on the origin of the edge. However, 
almost any high-fitness structure is a potential destina- 
tion for a transition, since the neutral networks of most 
structures come close in sequence space [20, 221, and the 
majority of structures have neutral networks which are 
large enough to make them searchable [23]. 

In summary, we have introduced a model of the evolu- 
tion of populations of sequences which are mapped into 
structures which form a catalytic network, and both the 
structures, and the catalytic digraph can be understood 
in graph theoretic terms. As did [15,11] we identify c = 1 
to be a critical threshold for the emergence of cycles in 
the graph of catalysis, though we also show that this 
value maximizes the probability of finding cycles with 
no out-going edges, which are important for the persis- 
tence of autocatalytic sets. The model presented here 
d i fhs  from previous models of autocatalysis by includ- 
ing a sequence to structure mapping, and being modeled 
by a stochastic collision process with finite population 
size. Preliminary results show how readily populations 
discover stabilizing sub-structures in the catalytic graph, 
and the effect of population size on this process. 
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